In the last 20 years lung transplantation has become a therapeutic reality for many end-stage parenchymal and vascular lung diseases; despite the difficulty in finding donors, the results are currently satisfactory [1-3].

Infections, lung rejection and airway complications are the major causes of morbidity and mortality in patients who undergo lung or heart-lung transplantation (LT) [4, 5]. The usefulness of transbronchial lung biopsy (TLB) was reported for the first time in 1988 [6]. Since then TLB has become a routine practice in the management of patients who have undergone LT and still remains the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of rejection of a transplanted lung [7-11] Bronchoscopy with a flexible fibre-optic bronchoscope (FB), together with bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) and TLB, have contributed significantly to the success of LT, being able to identify rejection and infections (bacterial, fungal, viral, protozoan) [12] (Evidence level: IIa).

**Recommendation**

- **It is essential to perform FB in LT patients in order to diagnose rejection of the organ and pulmonary infections (Grade B).**

BAL and TLB can be of surveillance or performed when required by clinical and functional indications [9-11] (Evidence level: IIa).

**Recommendation**

- **BAL and TLB must be carried out when clinically indicated and also at routine intervals (Grade B).**

Furthermore, FB enables visualisation of the anastomosis and facilitates management of airway complications [12] (Evidence level: IIa).

**Indications for bronchoscopy before a lung transplant**

The greatest hurdle to increasing the number of transplants performed is the low number of organs available; using the conventional criteria [4], one or both lungs of only 20% of donors can be used.

By allowing direct inspection of the donor’s airways on the operating table, FB can be considered the final step in judging the suitability of the donor for LT [12]. Although it is not a common practice to carry out FB on a potential lung donor, when there is a suspicion that the tracheo-bronchial secretions of the donor have increased, a cleansing bronchoscopy must be performed. If the donor has borderline oxygenation for the donation, it should be taken into consideration that the oxygenation could improve after a cleansing bronchoscopy [12].

When a bronchoscopy is performed, BAL should be carried out for microbiological investigations, which could be useful after the transplant.

**Indications for bronchoscopy after a lung transplant**

**Procedure**

FB is usually carried out under local anaesthesia; many centres use a mild sedative. Given that FB is a routine procedure, often combined with TLB, sedation makes the procedure easier for the endoscopist as well as more comfortable for the patient who must undergo this procedure frequently [13].

**Pre-medication and sedation**

The endoscopist does not always use atropine; if this drug is used, it is administered 20-30 min-
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utes before the procedure. Although FB can be carried out without sedation [14, 15], a sedative is often given [16-18] since it enables the patient to stay calm and breath without difficulty even while the bronchoscope is in the airways. The drugs used are propofol, midazolam and fentanyl [19]; propofol is the drug of choice, although there are no randomised studies [12].

**Monitoring the patient**

During FB, the SaO₂ is monitored in order to determine whether oxygen is required and if so, its effects [13]; the ECG is also monitored, particularly in those patients with a history of arrhythmias and desaturations despite the use of oxygen [13]. It should be remembered that LT patients are at risk of desaturation for various reasons, including lung rejection and obstruction of the airways [20]. Some authors [12] recommend routine monitoring of the SaO₂ and ECG, together with monitoring of the blood pressure. Routine transcutaneous CO₂ measurements are not necessary.

**Broncho-alveolar lavage**

The technique of BAL in LT patients is the same as that in other patients. BAL is of great value in diagnosing, with high sensitivity and specificity [21, 22], bacterial, viral, fungal and protozoan infections. Microbiological and cytological techniques, immunohistological analyses, and molecular techniques such as polymerase chain reaction are used to diagnose pulmonary infections [12].

BAL is performed using normal physiological saline and samples of the lavage fluid are obtained for microbiological and cytological analyses [23]. The lavage fluid is obtained from both the peri-anastomotic area and the large airways (of the middle lobe and lingula); furthermore, samples are taken from any lung segments in which there is an inflammatory process. This procedure is repeated at the same intervals as TLB, but also more frequently in cases of suspected pulmonary infection and in immunocompromised patients such as a lung transplant recipients, since BAL is a less invasive technique than TLB [11].

**Transbronchial lung biopsy**

One of the most feared complications in the both the early and late periods after the operation is definitely rejection of the transplanted organ [24].

Acute rejection of a transplanted lung occurs most frequently in the first few months after the operation; the incidence is high in the first 100 days after the transplant, then drops but is not negligible [24]. The safest method for monitoring rejection remains TLB carried out at planned intervals, which can differ according to the protocol used, or when there are clinical and functional indications [9-11]. The relatively high incidence of silent acute rejection and/or infections found in asymptomatic patients has led to the use of planned surveillance TLB. Trulock et al. reported a high percentage of positive TLB carried out at 3 and 9 weeks and, subsequently at 6 and 12 months after LT; the rate of positive results in 90 surveillance TLB carried out in 43 patients was 57% [9].

In order to optimise the diagnostic potential, the Lung Rejection Study Group recommends that at least five samples of lung parenchyma, each containing a minimum of 100 alveoli and bronchioles, are taken during each procedure [7-8]. The samples obtained are classified according to a scheme proposed by the “Working Formulation” of the International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation [7, 8]. Endomyocardial biopsies were carried out routinely in the first patients who underwent heart-lung transplants: however, since rejection of the transplanted heart is extremely rare in these patients, this procedure has been abandoned [25].

The characteristic histological sign of acute lung rejection is a perivascular infiltration of leukocytes; the interstitium and alveoli are variously infiltrated and oedematous [7, 8].

As far as regards chronic lung rejection, the characteristic histopathological finding is bronchiolitis obliterans [7, 8]. Activated lymphocytes cause the initial lesion to the bronchial epithelium with resulting necrosis and desquamation of the bronchial lumen. The accumulated debris is organized into granulation tissue forming concentric or eccentric plaques of collagen; alternatively it can completely block the lumen of the bronchioles. Further lesions of the small terminal bronchi predispose to the dilatation of these latter, with the development of bronchiectasis; furthermore, bronchiolitis obliterans is associated with arteriosclerosis of the pulmonary vessels [7, 8].

TLB does, however, have a poor sensitivity for diagnosing chronic lung rejection: in a series of 1235 TLB, the diagnosis of bronchiolitis obliterans was made in only 11 cases [11].

**Airway complications**

Although surgical techniques have improved and immunosuppressive strategies have been modified over the years, stenosis of the bronchial sutures and malacia remain frequent and feared complications of LT as a result of ischaemia at the suture site [26]. These are predominantly complications of the sutures of double lung transplants, whereas they are fairly rare following a single lung transplant or a heart-lung transplant. The frequency of complications of the Anastomosis has decreased significantly in the last few years as a result of most recent surgical improvements and the development of new post-operative techniques [27, 28].

The reason why there is a higher incidence of suture complications in patients who have undergone double lung transplants is related to the precarious bronchial vascularization of the donor’s lungs which, despite using a sequential technique of implantation, are exposed to long periods of ischaemia [29].

Most complications are related to necrosis of the suture which in turn, can evolve into stenosis, or in the worst of cases, into dehiscence; another
The feared complication is bronchomalacia which, from a therapeutic point of view is probably the most complex problem to resolve since it is not limited only to the anastomosis and surrounding tissues, but involves more extensive areas of the trachea and bronchi [30]. Since there is not a universally accepted classification of ischemic damage to the airways, some authors have proposed the TEGLA classification, an acronym for: Thickness, Extent of injury, Granulation tissue, Loose suture and Anastomotic/Airway complications [26].

The treatment differs according to the type of complication and can be based on mechanical dilation of the anastomotic stenosis or may involve the use of a laser to achieve complete toilette of the stenosis [23, 31]. When the complication cannot be resolved by using the previously described procedures, an endobronchial prosthesis (stent) must be placed with the aid of a rigid bronchoscope [31-34]. Bronchial stents are silicon or metal that are positioned at the level of the anastomotic stenosis and left in situ permanently or for long enough for the bronchial wall to become more stable [35, 36].

Complications of FB

The complications associated with FB include hypoxia, bleeding, pneumothorax, pneumonia, respiratory depression, obstruction of the airways, cardio-respiratory arrest, arrhythmias, pulmonary oedema, vasovagal reactions and the development of pyrexia [13, 16, 20]. The mortality rate associated with FB ranges from 0.01 to 0.4% [16]; in a recent study carried out on 1235 TLB from patients with FB ranges from 0.01 to 0.4 % [16]; in a recent study carried out on 1235 TLB from patients with LT, there were no deaths related to the procedure [11].

Summary of Recommendations

- It is essential to perform FB in LT patients in order to diagnose rejection of the organ and pulmonary infections (Grade B).
- BAL and TLB must be carried out when clinically indicated and also at routine intervals (Grade B).
- The status of the bronchial sutures must be monitored regularly in LT patients and their complications treated via FB (Grade B).
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